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CREATIVE COURSES FOR CREATIVE CAREERS





FILLING THE GAP OF PASSION AND CAREER




PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA 
 IN ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
 AND CINEMATOGRAPHY 
AND KGTE IN PHOTOGRAPHY 
AND NSQF LEVEL CERTFICATION (3 & 6)

A professional diploma in photography and a KGTE in photography is a one-year programme designed for students who aspire to be professional photographers. Then our course includes specialisation in photojournalism, travel, wildlife, fashion, food, products, sports, automobiles, etc. The course aims to sharpen the minds and knowledge of the students in terms of different types of editing software, fundamentals of lighting photography, branding to digital marketing, communication to journalism, story to screenplay, cinematography to film making. We assist our students in creating portfolios that highlight their abilities and accomplishments. Examine the course outline and student portfolios. Admission Open ! 
READ FURTHER










PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA 
 IN WILDLIFE 
PHOTOGRAPHY  AND CINEMATOGRAPHY

Want to learn about wildlife photography and filmmaking? We have the best and the latest wildlife photography courses to teach you how to take better pictures of wildlife. We will help you develop and pitch ideas, tell stories, and make intelligent programmes to engage audiences. View some of our students' wildlife-related portfolios. Our one-year course covers the basics to advanced techniques, foundation lighting, travel to wildlife photography, and a portfolio. We started this programme to take students on national or international tours like Maasai Mara and Tanzania. Admission Open !
EXPLORE COURSE




PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA 
 IN TRAVEL
PHOTOGRAPHY  AND CINEMATOGRAPHY

Have you ever wanted to improve your photography but had no idea where to start? You might want to learn how to take better photographs and turn off the automatic mode. Perhaps you have a vision of what kind of photos you would like to take, but don't know how to go about taking them. The Creative Hut enables your photographs to convey stories. You will not operate alone. Our faculty will assist you throughout the entire procedure. National and worldwide tours and Constructs your portfolio. Join the travel photography course. Admission Open!
EXPLORE COURSE






PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA 
 IN FASHION AND WEDDING 
PHOTOGRAPHY  AND CINEMATOGRAPHY

Fashion photography course which takes place at Creative Hut offers both theoretical exposure to the subject and practical experience. However, it also provides plenty of hands on training, mostly in the form of classes, outdoor, photo seminars, etc. During our one-year professional programme, we provide an exclusive fashion portfolio. If you want to be a fashion photographer, you should start taking photos right away. So, what are you waiting for? Admission Open!
EXPLORE COURSE




PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA 
 IN PRODUCT AND FOOD
PHOTOGRAPHY  AND CINEMATOGRAPHY

Learn how to take high quality food & product photos by taking a practical photography course from pros. We offer classes covering commercial Photography, Editing software like Photoshop and Light room at various levels and pride ourselves in offering the best in delivering photography lessons. Creative Hut Institute of Photography offers a one year residential photography course along with career guidance and a unique portfolio. Admission Open! 
EXPLORE COURSE








PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA 
 IN ARTCHITECTURE  AND INTERIOR 
PHOTOGRAPHY  AND CINEMATOGRAPHY

Have you ever wanted to improve your photography but had no idea where to start? You might want to learn how to take better photographs and turn off the automatic mode. Perhaps you have a vision of what kind of photos you would like to take, but don't know how to go about taking them. The Creative Hut enables your photographs to convey stories. You will not operate alone. Our faculty will assist you throughout the entire procedure. National and worldwide tours and Constructs your portfolio. Join the travel photography course. Admission Open!
EXPLORE COURSE




PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA 
 IN SPORTS AND AUTOMOTIVE 
PHOTOGRAPHY  AND CINEMATOGRAPHY

Want to learn about wildlife photography and filmmaking? We have the best and the latest wildlife photography courses to teach you how to take better pictures of wildlife. We will help you develop and pitch ideas, tell stories, and make intelligent programmes to engage audiences. View some of our students' wildlife-related portfolios. Our one-year course covers the basics to advanced techniques, foundation lighting, travel to wildlife photography, and a portfolio. We started this programme to take students on national or international tours like Maasai Mara and Tanzania. Admission Open !
EXPLORE COURSE




PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA 
 IN PHOTOJOURNALISM 
 AND CINEMATOGRAPHY

"A picture is worth a thousand words." If you want to learn how to tell impactful stories with your photographs, Our one year photojournalism course is for you. We will show you how to see the world like a photographer and how to capture compelling images using proper light, exposure and composition. Assist students in crafting impactful transformation stories. By the completion of the programme, you will have a portfolio. Stories have the ability to change the world. Do you want to use your images to convey a story? Admission is Open!
EXPLORE COURSE








PHOTOGRAPHY COURSES AFTER 12TH




PHOTOGRAPHY AND CINEMATOGRAPHY COURSES




Admissions are Open 2024 - 2025 batch.

Classes will start from 7th August 2024



Whatsapp or Call For Details:






8943355220




APPLY NOW
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 Your State *
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Andhra Pradesh
Arunachal Pradesh
Bihar
Chhattisgarh
Goa
Gujarat
Haryana
Himachal Pradesh
Jharkhand
Karnataka
Kerala
Assam
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Manipur
Meghalaya
Mizoram
Nagaland
Odisha
Punjab
Rajasthan
Sikkim
Tamil Nadu
Telangana
Tripura
Uttarakhand
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal
Andaman and Nicobar
Chandigarh
Daman and Diu
Delhi
Jammu and Kashmir
Ladakh
Lakshadweep
Puducherry
Others




 Select Course *
[image: ]Select Course
DIPLOMA IN PHOTOGRAPHY AND KGTE
DIPLOMA IN WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY
DIPLOMA IN TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY
DIPLOMA IN PRODUCT & FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY
DIPLOMA IN FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY
DIPLOMA IN PHOTOJOURNALISM
DIPLOMA IN SPORTS & AUTOMOTIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
DIPLOMA IN ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHY
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Students Success Is important




ONE COURSE MANY SPECIALISATIONS




NOT IN QUANTITY, WE BELIEVE IN QUALITY






The selection of the best professional photography courses in India for oneself is a very difficult task, especially after 12th and graduation. But it remains the most prominent choice in anyone’s life for a better professional career. Particularly, one must know and understand the the art and science of Photography.  Indeed, it requires good observation and well practice. As a result, promising candidates are always a requirement in every field. And hence here at Creative Hut, we take into the care of providing students the aesthetics and practical knowledge in photography.




Our course curriculum has been designed to master students with various genres of photography.  In addition, students experience photography college life in our residential course.  Indeed, the highlight of Creative Hut courses is its campus life. Working, learning, living and exploring together is something that makes creative hut courses more lively. As a matter of fact, here one would build up the professional values in oneself from the top photography college in Kerala, India. They acquire the necessary knowledge and confidence to work in the industry.







Follow us on social media!






Whatsapp
Instagram
YouTube
Facebook
Twitter






Frequently asked questions

For more important information, Please contact our Admission In-charge.






Which course is best for photography?


In India, several institutions offer photography courses. Creative Hut Institute of Photography is one of India's premier photography schools. We provide practical and results-oriented photography training based on industry standards. Creative Hut guarantees to advance your career if you are willing to exercise patience, obedience, and hardwork.




What are the courses for cinematography?


The course for cinematography is designed to teach students how to use digital cameras and editing software to create professional quality movies. This includes learning about lighting techniques, camera movement, audio recording, and post production. Students learn how to shoot and edit video using Final Cut Pro X, Adobe Premiere Pro, and other programs. Creative Hut Institute of Photography offers One year course in Professional Diploma In Film Making and Cinematography (PDFC)






Can photography be a career?


E-commerce photography, commercial photography, scientific photography, fashion photography, wedding photography, aerial photography, photojournalism, videography, photo editing, and video editing are examples of possible photography jobs in India.




How do I start a career in photography?


You may begin photography after completing high school or college. Formal education is essential for a profession in photography. After completing your formal schooling, you may enrol in photography diploma courses at one of the premier photography schools, Creative Hut Institute of Photography in Kerala, India.






How much does a photography course cost in India?


The average yearly cost of a photography diploma programme is around INR 393500/-. The cost of the photography course covers tuition, room and board, meals, uniform, etc. Creative Hut is the first institution in India that offers full-time photography and cinematography training.




Which course is best for cinematography?


If you want to be a cinematographer after12th then you need to learn how to use cameras, lighting equipment, and editing software. To become a cinematographer, you should attend college for one year and study film making and cinematography. After graduating from college, you can work at a video production company and gain experience.
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Error 404 - not found




We couldn't find what you're looking for. Browse our latest stories or try searching using the form below:


Search








Flashpoints



 BlogIntrigue
  
 Abstract photography and art are expressly designed to elicit an emotional response from the spectator.  The goal behind abstract photography is to create unique images...
 Keep reading





 BlogRefractography
  
 Refractography requires no digital trickery and no lens—just a camera, a light source, and an object that refracts light.  Refraction photography describes capturing a refraction...
 Keep reading





 ArchitectureKnock! Knock!
  
 Doors and Windows are the soul of a building, because only through them does the darkness inside vanishes.  Home is the place you will yearn...
 Keep reading
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Open chat
    HI, How can I help You?


 Admission In-charge

Hello, How can I help you?



 







                           